CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA	IQl
Emperor, Wolde Giorghis, his secretary, Lorenzo Taezaz
and Ato David of his Press bureau, Lij Andarge Masai,
and Ato Worku Yetitako of the radio. There were
probably a number of others : Nasibu was not one of
them.
Detecting the embarrassment of the Commander-in-
Chief, Tarik folded up his little present to Africa and passed
it back to the Hidden Hand. " Now we will be able to
organise our campaign/5 he said, and sat. down.
We asked Nasibu about his recent journey to Daggahbur,
when he and Wehib Pasha had been bombed.
This was the signal for a long but courteous wrangle
between the Dedjazmatch and his chief adviser. Nasibu
said that there were eight planes. " Pardon me.
Excellency,59 said Wehib, with a sweeping gesture of his
fat hand, " but I counted precisely eleven." Nasibu, who
is a crack shot, had used his machine-gun on them, there-
fore he knew. " Ah,59 said Wehib artfully, " but then you
can have concentrated on only a part of them."
Until then Wehib had been fairly restful and quiet, but
now he rose to heights of romanticism. For Wehib Pasha
is a romantic. His wide forehead, leonine head, copious
French and Parisian flourish of the hands, can all thrill
together to a military subject. The well-rounded descrip-
tions that proceeded from him ended at every full-stop
on a note of positiveness which brooked no criticism or
interruption. Old Wehib evidently had a great contempt
for the air. Against a proper system of defence, said
Wehib, the air is powerless. From Dardanelles to
Daggahbur, what could the air do against trenches ?
asked Wehib, flourishing Ms hands like a propeller.
Tarik, a realist, broke in to say exactly what the air
could do. " When I was in the Caucasus,55 he said, " your
British planes caught a train of artillery in a defile and
smashed them to pieces. Planes can be used against vast
concentrations, towns, strategic centres, ports, agglomera-
tions of civilian morale—but where are these in Ethiopia ?
And these Italian pilots aren't nearly as good as the British
who bombed us.55
Farouk twitched his nose a little. Sharply: " The
Australians were better than you British. What we want
are Australian flyers here."

